ASAP Allergy Clinic to Serve as 2012-2013 Corporate Sponsor for John Palmer Art

The Houston, Texas based business of John Palmer Art has signed on an exclusive 2012-2013 Corporate Sponsor, the Houston-based ASAP Allergy Clinic. For obtaining the sponsorship, the business of John Palmer Art will tirelessly advertise and promote the efforts of this highly esteemed group of care-givers.

April 24, 2012 (FPRC) -- ASAP, a prominent Allergy, Sinus and Asthma clinic of Houston, Texas, has aligned with Artist John Ross Palmer by becoming his Houston Heights Art Gallery's Corporate Sponsor for 2012-2013. The mutually beneficial partnership is the second for Palmer and the first for ASAP. For Palmer, having his gallery associated with such an esteemed group of care-givers adds tremendous credibility to his fast-growing career. For Palmer, who started painting after the tragic loss of his father in 1998, Art is Healing. For Dr. D. Lynn Dickens, the sole owner of ASAP, Healing is an art.

'We are honored and thrilled to support John Palmer Art,' said Dr. Dickens, the owner of ASAP and huge personal and long-time collector of John Ross Palmer artwork. 'Even though on the surface it appears we are part of two different industries, we do have a similar client base. John Palmer's collectors are emboldened by his passion for the art and they are healed by its vibrancy, movement and energy. I left a large corporate practice so that I could connect with my patients through hands-on personal care and my time-honored art of healing. Not only will our clinic be advertised to his art enthusiasts, but, we also benefit by being a tried-and-true patron of a Houston artist that is devoted to forever destroying the stereotype of the struggling artist.'

ASAP, under the guidance of Dr. Dickens, maintains a personalized style of practice that emphasizes the stable, secure relationship based on trust that develops over the years between patients, families and their personal allergist. For more information please visit ASAPAllergy.com or call 832-379-8200.

If you have any questions about the John Palmer Fine Art Gallery & Studio, Artist John Ross Palmer or the 2012-2013 Corporate Sponsorship by ASAP Allergy Clinic, please contact Gallery Owner Ryan Lindsay at 713-861-6726 or Ryan@JohnPalmerArt.com. You can learn all about Artist John Ross Palmer by visiting http://www.JohnPalmerArt.com.

Contact Information
For more information contact Ryan Lindsay of John Palmer Art (http://www.JohnPalmerArt.com)
713-861-6726
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